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LIST OF CHARACTERS

Carmene	-	Leucosia
Candace	-	Ligeia
Arelle	-	Parthenope
Lucas	-	Odysseus
Thomas (the director)
Sailor #1
Sailor #2
The waiter
The audience
SCENE 1: THE AUDITORIUM
Curtain opens from movie title to:
Camera on a stage, a large rock center. Stage lights up, everything else dark. The 3 Sirens are standing “on” the rock. Ligeia is at top, Leucosia and Parthenope on her left and right, respectively. Shot is from rear-left of audience seating. Music selection 1 overlay (faint).
Odysseus: from offstage, as boat arrives stage right, “rowed” by sailors
The magical siren song! I think I hear it! Quick, before it’s too late! Block your ears… to hear their song is to be lured to a certain death…
The boat stops for the sailors to stuff their ears, then continues right-to-left, finally exiting stage left, as music continues, louder, then stops abruptly.
Leucosia:
Oh no!
Parthenope:
They have escaped!
Ligeia:
This can’t be!
Parthenope:
What can we do?
Leucosia:
What will we do?
Parthenope:
This has never happened before!
Leucosia:
It is too much to bear…
Ligeia:
I will throw myself to the wind!
Parthenope:
To the wind!
Leucosia:
Come back, my sailor, come back!
The sirens make as if to throw themselves off the rock, but are interrupted by Thomas. Camera pulls back, pans right to reveal the rest of the auditorium, with Thomas standing third row back holding sheaf of papers. He is accompanied by Lucas and sailors, who are watching the stage.
Thomas:
Okay, you know what? That was really good. I think we’re in good shape for the opening next week. One more run through on Sunday, I guess we’ll pick up from that point, then on to the dress rehearsals; I know everyone’s been waiting for that.
General rumbling from the cast members on that last point. Through Thomas’ speech, the Sisters were descending from the stage, now they start to climb up towards the exit doors at the rear of the auditorium. Camera comes forward along front of stage to shoot ensemble from below, noting Lucas and Candace, exchanging meaningful glances, especially from the former to the latter.
Thomas: to Lucas, as a quiet warning, drawing camera focus
I know what you’re thinking. Don’t. cut

SCENE 2: THE SIRENS
Camera on exterior door of theater as sisters emerge, walk out into street. It is night, dark. cut
Camera on car in parking lot, from front as sisters approach. Carmene to driver side, Arelle to front passenger, Candace in rear, passenger side. The first two get in, close doors, Candace continues standing, thoughtful. Music selection 2 overlay; soft, almost inaudible.
Arelle: rolls down window, sticks head partially out
Get in.
Candace opens door, starts to get in. cut
Camera from driver’s seat, on Arelle.
Arelle: turning around to talk to Candace as she closes door behind her
Forget about it.
Candace:
He was. I swear he was.
Arelle:
Cee. Forget about it.
Candace:
He was looking at me again. With those eyes… Oh God.
Arelle:
It’s not worth it, Cee. You’ll get burned. You know you’ll get burned. Turns to camera. You tell her. cut
Camera on Carmene, from seat behind her.
Carmene: to Candace, not unkindly
Candace, we’ve all been there. He’s done it before. He’s burned people before. You know that. All he wants is a taste. He’s not serious. He never is. cut
Camera from same place, now on Candace.
Candace: crestfallen, almost mumbling into her lap
But this time I know it’ll be different. I saw him with my own eyes; I saw it’ll be different.
Carmene:
Let’s go home. Music stops. cut
Camera on car from front. Carmene starts engine, backs out of spot, to right. cut
Camera on car from rear. Car drives off. fade out

SCENE 3: THE TOWER
Camera fades in to rear of car, pulling to a stop near the apartment tower. Engine off. Doors open, the sisters begin to emerge. cut
Camera on sisters from rear / high angle as they climb the steps into the apartment lobby, follows them to (and into) the elevator as they get in. They turn to face the front door, stand silently as the elevator begins to climb. cut
Camera on building exterior, showing ground floor, slowly pans up the building to mimic elevator’s rise. Eventually stops at 18th floor, holds for a minute, then one of the (previously dark) windows lights up as someone turns a light on inside. cut
Camera on dinner table. Dinner has been served; a dish of (something) sits center, with plates in front of the sisters, as well as water in glasses. Carmene on left, Candace center, Arelle on right. Carmene and Arelle are silently eating; Candace morosely pushing food around on her plate. Light is fairly dim. Camera holds for a few seconds then zooms in slightly on Candace’s disconsolate face. Pans slightly to Carmene as she begins to speak.
Carmene:
It’s not… you know, it’s not like you to take things this hard.
Arelle: from off-camera
Cee…
Carmene:
You shouldn’t. You know that. You shouldn’t take it personally. You know, it’s just, guys like him and women like us… You can’t let yourself be defined by a relationship with a guy. cut
Camera back on Candace.
Candace: petulantly
No, I’m not defining myself… pause … am I?
Candace takes sip of water to stall while she thinks this over. She puts the glass down near the edge of the table on her right. Pause. Then reaches forward as if to take more food, but knocks water glass off table with her arm. cut
Close-up of water glass shattering on floor. cut
Camera on Candace from her right, as she leans over to stare down at the glass that has just broken. Hold. cut
Camera on Candace lying in bed, staring straight up. Shot from foot of bed, on left. Dark room, very silent. The only sound should be Candace’s rhythmic breathing. Hold. black out

SCENE 4: THE CALL
Hold blackout for a long time (15-20 seconds). Silence interrupted by a telephone ringing. 4 beats. Telephone ring. 4 beats. Telephone ring. 4 beats. Telephone ring as camera slowly fades in to the dark bedroom with Candace asleep, her mobile beside her, ringing. 4 beats. Telephone ring. 3 beats, then Candace picks it up.
The following scene intercuts between Candace on the phone, and Lucas at the other end. Candace is in bed, having just woken up. She is bleary and disoriented, speaking very slowly. The bedroom has the curtains drawn and is dark. Lucas is on the public plaza, talking into his mobile, well rested and leaning against a pillar. His buddies (the sailors) are nearby, Lucas on the right, the sailors on the left. It is bright daylight. The people are in mid to foreground, background occupied by grass and palm trees; people walking by, etc. A scene from everyday life. He is wide awake and speaks quickly, compared to Candace.
Candace:
Hello…?
Lucas:
Candace! Darling! Guess who?
Candace:
…who…?
Lucas:
Sleepyhead! Wake up! It’s me! Remember?
Candace:
Huh…? Lucas…?
Lucas:
See? You do remember! Smart girl! So I got this great idea. Il Panne That new Italian restaurant, just opened up two weeks ago. You know it?
Candace:
Uhh… yeah. I think so…
Lucas: gives thumbs-up to his buddies
Great. Let’s check it out. You and me. Eight o’clock tomorrow. You up for it?
Candace: mostly replies with a nod, forgetting she’s on the phone
Lucas:
I knew you’d agree. You did just agree, right? Yes?
Candace:
Oh. Yes… That’s… yes…
Lucas:
Oh, baby I love you. Turns off phone and puts it in his pocket, then turns to his friends with an obnoxious grin. Score! cut

SCENE 5: HEARING THE SONG
Camera on Candace (on left) and Lucas (on right) at a dinner table. The dinner is mostly finished; there are just a few remaining plates and crumbs on the table. This is in an obviously fancy Italian restaurant. There is a red-checked tablecloth and a basket of bread on the table. Lucas is grinning a bit impishly, obviously with something up his sleeve.
Lucas: matter-of-factly
Okay, that was fun, but… I gotta go.
Candace: surprised
Go? Now? Where?
Lucas:
You know the drill. I’m leaving.
Candace:
Wha… what!?
Lucas:
I mean, you’re a very pretty girl, but you didn’t actually think that… laughs You’re hardly my type.
Candace:
But… you’re coming back, right?
Lucas: looks at her strangely, stands up, pushing his chair back
It’s over.
Candace is only able to stare at him, stunned.
Lucas: gives her a long, hard look
You poor, naïve girl.
Lucas turns on his heel then walks away, camera pans to follow his retreating back until he walks out the door. cut
Camera on Candace, from Lucas’ former position. Candace is obviously stunned speechless. She stares after him for 6-7 beats, then slumps somewhat. An extremely pained expression on her face. She is on the verge of tears. Music selection 3 starts, extremely low, almost inaudible, but grows in intensity and volume as the scene progresses.
Candace: mumbling almost incoherently, her voice cracking
But… but… wait… come back… don’t go… don’t… come back…! Come back…!
Candace is now beginning to cry, as much from shock as anything else. The waiter approaches on her left, and puts the bill down in front of her.
Waiter:
Your bill, madam.
The waiter retreats, leaving Candace alone. She slowly brings her eyes down to look at the bill the waiter has left for her. Visual intercuts to the apartment, and to the balcony on the apartment, then back to Candace in the restaurant. Music selection grows in volume, now quite audible. Audio intercuts with her (Ligeia’s) line from Scene 1: “I will throw myself to the wind!” The intercuts grow in frequency, length and erraticism with the music, until finally one cut to the balcony holds and the music abruptly stops.

SCENE 6: ESCAPE
Camera on balcony, as in the end of scene 5. It is dark out, the building on left, empty space on the right. The door into the apartment is immediately on the left, but not visible in the scene. Candace steps through the door and into the scene, which zooms out to show her walking to the railing and gripping it, looking down to the ground. A light wind ruffles her hair. Hold.
Candace: whispering
I will throw myself to the wind… cut
Camera from inside apartment, looking past the balcony door to Candace’s back as she looks over the railing. Hold. She takes a deep breath.
Candace: firmly
Okay. STOP.
Candace lets go of the railing, then pushes back defiantly. She turns around and talks directly to the camera. It is obvious she is addressing the movie audience. A bit hesitantly at first, but with growing confidence.
Candace:
This is insane. I don’t have to do this. Where was it said that this was the only ending? Where was it written down? Am I to live with my entire life pre-destined? Pre-written? By some poet who lived thousands of years ago and said, “Now the Siren leaps to her death.”? I am not a character in some play. I am not an actor in some movie. I am my own person and I choose to live my own life. Starting now.
Candace walks directly towards the camera with newfound confidence, and… opens the door on it then begins to walk through. cut
Camera on Candace’s back as she turns off the lights, then walks slowly and deliberately away from the camera. She has just left a (now) pitch-black room to walk into the bright light outside. The extreme contrast means no details are visible, either in the dark room or the brightness outside. All that can be seen is her silhouette framed by the doorway, walking into the light. As she walks, growing smaller and smaller in the doorway, the camera pulls back into the room, making the door itself smaller and smaller on the screen. She quickly becomes visibly indistinct, then invisible altogether, although her footsteps on the marble floor are clearly audible. The audience is now alone in the dark room, “inside the box.”
Fade audio out and fade visual to black.
Fade in sound selection 4 and roll end credits.

